Abstract-We study co-primary spectrum sharing concept in two small cell multiuser network. Downlink transmission is explored with Rayleigh fading in interfering broadcast channel. Both base stations and all the users are equipped with multiple antennas. Resource allocation with joint precoder and decoder design is proposed for weighted sum rate (WSR) maximization problem. The problem becomes mixed-integer and non-convex. We factor the main objective problem into two subproblems. First subproblem is subcarrier allocation where we assume that each subcarrier can be allocated to multiple users. Gale-Shapley algorithm based on stable marriage problem and transportation method are implemented for subcarrier allocation part. For the second subproblem, a joint precoder and decoder design is proposed to obtain the optimal solution for WSR maximization. Monte Carlo simulation is employed to obtain the numerical results to compare the two methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future wireless networks will have to satisfy the requirements and quality of service of a large amount of applications such as various information flows like video streaming, data apart from voice, and smart-phones etc. The number of devices in wireless network is increasing exponentially, and it could reach hundreds of billions within next decade. To satisfy a much larger low-rate devices and also high-rate mobile users, network operators will need to increase network capacity. The networks operators will need to allocate spectrum more efficiently to obtain higher network capacity.
Multi-operator spectrum sharing in which the multiple operators agree on jointly using parts of their licensed spectrum becomes a main contributor in this direction. This is mainly due to the fact that using of dedicated spectrum by operators has been shown to be inefficient, spectrum is found to be idle at various times. Multi-operator spectrum sharing concept is therefore expected to be an important aspect to improve spectral efficiency. In [1] , licensed shared access (LSA) concept in 2.3 GHz spectrum band is demonstrated for spectrum sharing between mobile network operator and incumbent users. The smart antennas technologies can be used to enhance LSA systems [2] . Different types of incumbent users and factors for allowing spectrum sharing with LSA from their perspective are considered in [3] .
In [4] , the authors consider co-primary spectrum sharing for dense small cells in which each operator divides spectrum pool into dedicated and shared spectrum band. System level simulation is used to evaluate the throughput. The spectrum sharing aspect in cognitive radio system is studied in [5] . The unlicensed secondary users try to maximize their overall capacity by cooperating with primary users. Sharing spectrum between the co-located radio networks (RANs) supported by different operators is studied in [6] . A heuristic search algorithm is proposed to maximize the inter-RAN sum rate based on user-grouping, spectrum partitioning, and user scheduling.
There are a number of technology features and capabilities, which should be considered to be greatly beneficial in optimizing the utilization of available spectrum. For example, including multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO), beamforming, and network densification. By employing MIMO capability, the diversity gain and the coding gain can be improved through beamforming technique or space time coding compared to single-input-single-output (SISO) system [7] . The joint precoder and decoder (known as a joint transceiver) shoud be designed properly to achieve higher throughput. Most of the MIMO broadcast channel (MIMO BC) works consider the linear joint transceiver techniques according to easily implement [8] , [9] .
In [10] , multiple-BS transmit signal simultaneously to their users in their own cells and cause the interferences to users. A joint precoder and decoder design to maximize weighted sum rate (WSR) based on iterative minimization of weighted mean square error (WMSE) is proposed.
In 5th generation mobile communication (5G) system, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) and multi-operator spectrum sharing in heterogeneous network will play crucial roles. In the earlier works mentioned above, the concept of co-primary spectrum sharing in MIMO with multiple users networks has not been studied. In our work, we propose a coprimary spectrum sharing in multiuser two small cells network. The small cell base stations and their own users employ multiple antennas. Joint precoder-decoder design based on MIMO system with subcarriers allocation for downlink transmission is proposed. We assume that both base stations allocate users in dedicated subbands and shared subbands. Each base station allocates its users to utilize the shared band when the number of subcarriers in dedicated spectrum band is not enough to serve all users.
The WSR maximization problem of both cells for multiple users with multiple subcarriers allocation is studied. The prob-lem becomes non-convex and therefore we separate the main problem into two subproblems. In the first subproblem, we allocate subcarriers to users by using two methods. The first method is Gale-Shapley algorithm which is based on stable marriage problem [11] . The second method is implemented based on transportation method [12] , linear programming is used to solve this problem. The number of users which is served by each subcarrier is less than or equal to the number of transmitting antennas for both methods. In the second subproblem, after a fixed subcarrier assignment, a joint precoder-decoder design is employed. Bisection method is used to find the optimal precoder.
II. SYSTEM MODEL Both base stations allocate users in their dedicated bands first and then in the shared bands. In each cell, the base station allocates the same amount of bandwidth to each set of users.
The base stations employ multiple number of antennas such that N T k and N Tj for base station k and j, where j = k, respectively. At both base stations, the number of total users is more than the number of transmit antennas denoted as, I k ≥ N T k and I j ≥ N Tj . I k , and I j are the set of users in the cell k and j where I k is the cardinality of I k , denoted as I k = |I k |. Each user in both cells utilize multiple number of antennas. Any user i k ∈ I k in the cell k uses N R k antennas and any user i j ∈ I j in the cell j uses N Rj antennas. The system is demonstrated in Fig. 1 . The base station k and j allocate the set of subcarriers N , and M, respectively to their own users in the dedicated spectrum band. We denote the cardinality set of N , and M as N = |N | and M = |M|, respectively. In the cell k, and j simultaneous transmission to multiple users on the same subcarrier n, and m, respectively is allowed.
Thus, in the dedicated band of the cell k, the received signal by user i k on subcarrier n is given by,
where
between the base station k and any user i k on subcarrier n. T i k ,n is the N T k × a i k beamforming matrix allocated to user i k on subcarrier n and a i k denotes independent data streams from the base station k to user i k . x i k ,n is the column matrix of length a i k × 1 representing transmitted symbols to different I k users. The z i k ,n is additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance matrix σ
It is required to select t k ≤ N T k users out of the set of I k users in each subcarrier. Number of simultaneously served users on each subcarrier is limited by the number of transmit antennas. There are
Assuming that the group of users L t k is assigned to subcarrier n, then received signal by any user (
denotes the interference caused by users on the same subcarrier n.
In the shared band part, both intracell and intercell interference affect all the users. The intracell interference is caused by the same subcarrier allocated to users and the intercell interference is caused by the broadcast signal from the other base station in the same frequency for shared band.
At the receiver, a decoding matrix U i k ,n with the size N R k × a i k is used to recover the original signal. We assume that the receiver use MMSE decoder thus, the U i k ,n denotes MMSE decoding matrix from the base station k to user i k on subcarrier n. The output of the decoder can be written as r i k ,n = U H i k ,n y i k ,n . In the cell j, we consider the same scenario as in the cell k. Thus, we can write the output of the decoder in the cell j similar to cell k as r ij ,m = U H ij ,m y ij ,m . The maximization of total weighted sum rate of two cells in both dedicated band and shared band parts are studied in next section.
III. WEIGHTED SUM RATE MAXIMIZATION FOR CO-PRIMARY SPECTRUM SHARING
The optimization problem for maximization weighted sum rate of both cells can be written as,
, where R i k ,n is the rate of user i k on subcarrier n. And R j = Cj tj =1 ρ ij ,m,tj R ij ,m , where R ij ,m is the rate of user i j on subcarrier m. ρ i k ,n,t k denotes whether subcarrier n is assigned to user i k ∈ L t k in the cell k, then ρ i k ,n,t k = 1, otherwise ρ i k ,n,t k = 0. And ρ ij ,m,tj denotes whether subcarrier m is assigned to user i j ∈ L tj in the cell j, then ρ ij ,m,tj = 1, otherwise ρ ij ,m,tj = 0. We assume that each particular subcarrier is allocated to more than one user. In addition the number of users which are served by each subcarrier is less than or equal to number of transmitting antennas. µ i k ,n and µ ij ,m are weights which are used to represent the priority of any user i k and i j in the cell k and j, respectively.
This problem is mixed-integer and nonconvex, we propose a heuristic method to solve (2) . To reduce the computational complexity, first we find subcarrier assignment and in the second stage, we find the precoder for users in the particular subcarrier by using fixed subcarrier assignment. The algorithm for subcarrier allocation in the cell k is described as follows according to Gale-Shapley algorithm. [11] Essentially, GaleShapley algorithm solves a matching problem (also known as the stable marriage problem) for a bipartite graph, where the two disjoint set of vertices are customarily referred to as the set of men and set of women. A man and a woman is said to have a stable marriage if neither of them are better off being with a different partner. The basic idea behind the algorithm is to allow men to propose to women in the order of their preference, while women provisionally accepts the proposal until a better proposal arrives. Unlike the assignment problems solved by the Hungarian method for weighted bipartite graph, where the objective is to obtain a maximum weighted matching, the focus of Gale-Shapley method is to obtain a stable matching.
In our case, we consider a slight modification of the stable marriage problem, in that a single woman can engage with more than one man. We assume that the role of men is assumed by the users, while the role of women is assumed by the subcarriers. However, our modification of the basic GaleShapley algorithm allows a subcarrier to accept more than one user. If the number of subcarriers is not enough to serve all of it's users, the base station will assign the remaining users to utilize the shared band. Note that in the cell j, we repeat the same process as in the cell k. The algorithm for subcarrier allocation with joint precoder and decoder designs is described in Table I . The worst case complexity of this algorithm is
In this section, we study a joint precoder-decoder design in MIMO system for the second stage subproblem. Due to the equivalence between WSR maximization problem and minimization of WMSE problem [10] , we can obtain the optimal solution of WSR maximization via WMSE minimization. In the dedicated band of the cell k, the MSE covariance matrix between the actual transmitted data vector and the received
For each dedicated subchannel n ∈ N , make a preference list of users Qn = [β 1 , ..., β N ] such that ||H β l ,n || 2 ≥ ||H βm,n || 2 if l < m 4. For each subchannel n ∈ N , initialize the user acceptance list An = ∅ 5. Repeat 6.
For each user i k ∈ I k , 7.
If n such that i k ∈ An, (i.e. if there is no acceptance list to which user i k belongs to) 8.
Find the subchannel αt ∈ B i with the highest preference, 9.
If |Aα t | < N T , 10.
Put user i k in the acceptance list Aα t 11.
Else if ∃γ ∈ Aα t such that β −1 (i) < β −1 (γ) in the preference list Qα t 12.
Replace the user γ by user i in Aα t 13.
End If 14.
Remove αt from the preference list B i 15.
End If 16.
End For 17. Until {∃n such that i k ∈ An for every i k ∈ I k } OR {B i k = ∅ for any i k ∈ I k } 18. Find the subset of users I k ⊂ I k which have not been assigned to any acceptance list 19. Do steps 2 to 17 for users in I k using shared subchannels. 20. For each user i k ∈ I k , 21.
Allocate power in that particular subchannel n based on optimal joint transceiver design via WMMSE iterative algorithm 22. End For 23. For each user i k ∈ I k , 24.
Compute the rate achieved R k 25. End For 
2 ] under the assumption that x i k ,n and z i k ,n are independent. It leads to,
Additionally, in the dedicated band of the cell j, the MSE covariance matrix at any user i j on the subcarrier m denoted as MSE(T ij ,m , U ij ,m ) can be written equivalent to MSE(T i k ,n , U i k ,n ). In the shared band of the cell k, the MSE covariance matrix of any remaining user l k which has not been assigned to the dedicated band can be given as,
where p is the subcarrier in shared band which any remaining user l k is assigned. The MSE covariance matrix of any remaining user l j of the cell j which is assigned to shared band can be written equivalent to MSE(T l k ,p , U l k ,p ). With an extension of [10] [Theorem 1], for W i k ,n ≥ 0 be a weight matrix at any user i k on the subcarrier n. The following problem has the same optimal solution as weighted sum rate maximization problem and can be rewritten as,
For fixed receivers which are given by the MMSE solution, it leads to,
With the MMSE receiver U MMSE i k ,n , the following MSE matrix is given by
The coordinate descent algorithm based on [10] is used to solve (5). The coordinated descent algorithm is performed by three sets of variables which are precoder, decoder, and weight matrices. Each set of these three variables is solved seperately in a sequential manner, while assuming the other two sets are fixed. Thus, we update the transmit beamformer T i k ,n and weight W i k ,n by fixing the decoder matrix.
The Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) condition can be used to find the optimal solution of the problem (5) . With the first order optimality condition of Lagragian function respect to T i k ,n , this yields
where the optimum λ * i k ,n must be positive and it can be obtained by using the bisection method. To obtain the joint precoder and decoder design for WMSE minimization after subcarrier assignment, an iterative algorithm is proposed in Table II . Note that the data rate of each user i k on the subcarrier n in the dedicated band of cell k can be obtain as
. All the userss data rate are calculated similar as R i k ,n .
Initialize the precoding matrix
denotes the iteration number and is a tolerence value (0 < << 1) In the cell j, an iterative algorithm to obtain the optimal precoder and decoder design can be proposed similar to as in the cell k.
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The numerical results illustrate performance of maximization of WSR via WMSE minimization problem for MIMO with co-primary spectrum sharing. Rayleigh fading channels are assumed in MIMO interfering broadcast channels. The uncorrelated fading channels are generated for each user equipment independently in each time slot.
Monte Carlo simulation was performed by generating 5000 samples to obtain the results. After both base stations finish allocating subcarriers to their users in the dedicated band there may still be some remaining users. Both base stations will assign those users to employ shared band. In all the simulation, we assume that the number of antennas at both base stations N T k , N Tj = 4 and at each user,
To compare the performance of Gale-Shapely method, we also modeled the subchannel allocation problem as a transportation problem, which is a special case of maximum weight flow problem. This was then solved by using linear programming. The transportation problem itself is a generalization of the assignment problem which can be solved using the Hungarian method. The Hungarian method is not applicable in our case since a subchannel can be assigned to more than one user. In a nutshell, we have a bipartite graph where the subchannels are source nodes with outflow constraint equal to the maximum number of users they can support, which is equal to the number of transmit antennas. Similarly, the destination nodes are the users with inflow constraint equal to unity, that is, a user can be assigned to a single subchannel. Lastly, the weight matrix is given by the channel gain matrix. Fig. 3 . Weighted sum rate versus SNR for MIMO co-primary spectrum sharing Fig. 3 demonstrates the the overall WSR in both cells versus SNR. We assume that the number of users in both cells (I k and I j ) is equal (I k = I j = 18) for each case. We assume that the number of subcarriers for dedicated band in the cell k and j N = M = 3, 4 and the number of subcarriers for shared band N share = M share = 1, 2, 3 in both cells. When the number of subcarriers in shared band is increased, the weighted sum rate improved for both Gale Shapley and transportation methods. We see that for lower number of dedicated subcarriers, N = 3, the transportation method gives higher WSR throughput. But for higher number of dedicated subcarriers, N = 4, both GaleShapley and transportation methods give the same values. We can observe that with increasing number of users, the WSR is improved, but starts to level off after a certain point. When the number of users is less than or equal to 10, the Gale-Shapley and transportation method give similar values. When the number of users is greater than 10, the Gale-Shapley provides higher throughput for all cases.
VI. CONCLUSION
We proposed co-primary spectrum sharing concept with the MIMO multiuser for two small cell network in downlink transmission. The overall weighted sum rate maximization of both small cells was studied with subcarrier allocation and joint precoder and decoder design. The weighted sum rate maximization problem becomes mixed-integer and non-convex problem. We separate the main optimization into two subproblems. In the first subproblem, we assume that both base stations allocate the subcarriers to each user by employing two methods. The first method is Gale-Shapley based on stable marriage problem and the second one is based on transportation problem. The linear programming is used to solve the transportation problem. In both methods, each subcarrier can be allocated to multiple users. In the second sub-problem, a joint precoder-decoder design for MIMO multiuser is proposed. The maximization of weighted sum rate is solved via weighted mean square error minimization problem for a joint transceiver design. The optimal precoder is obtained by the bisection method.
Numerical results illustrate the over all weighted sum rate when both base stations have uncorrelated antennas. We showed the convergence of the Gale-Shapley and the transportation problem. The overall weighted sum rate throughput was studied as the SNR was varied for different number of subcarriers in dedicated and shared bands for both cells. Then, the WSR was studied as the number of users were varied, while SNR was held fixed. In terms of the convergence, these two methods show similar behavior. For the WSR versus number of users, the Gale-Shapley gives higher WSR throughput than the transportation problem for high number of users. When the number of subcarriers in the dedicated band is not enough to serve all users, both base stations will assign the remaining users to utilize the shared band. The overall average weighted sum rate is improved significantly in this instance. In terms of the complexity, the transportation method has higher complexity because the linear programming is used to solved the problem. Thus, the Gale-Shapley is a good method for multiple subcarriers with multiple users assignment problem.
